
John Lister (john@johnlisterwriting.com): Samples and client feedback 

 

 

• http://johnlisterwriting.com/moneymatters.png 

 

A monthly personal finance article syndicated to local magazines. 

 

 

• https://www.privacypolicies.com/blog/pipeda/ 
 

An in-depth article explaining legislation and putting it into context. 

 

 

• https://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-open-outcry.htm 

 

An ‘explainer’ which combines both a broad overview and some specific illustrative detail. 

 

 

• https://www.geeksaresexy.net/2022/05/13/laser-pulses-could-speed-up-computing/ 

 

A news article which explains a complex technical subject clearly. 

 

 

• https://www.infopackets.com/news/10412/vizio-smart-tvs-spied-users-sold-data-ad-

firms  

 

A news article aimed at older readers who have an interest in technology but aren’t always 

familiar with the jargon and detail 

 

 

• https://www.techwalla.com/articles/how-do-i-reduce-the-soap-opera-effect-on-my-

led-tv  

 

A piece designed to address a question that ranked high in searches but had few clear and 

accurate answers 

 

 

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WN--U9PG-

5F858coiNsKUMIemGEplng5/view?usp=sharing 

 

A white paper which is informative and detailed but still clear and readable. 
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Client testimonials: 

 

Sara Pegarella, Legalcom Group: John has been a fantastic addition to our team of writers. 

He regularly creates interesting, insightful content about complex legal topics, which shows 

how skilled he is at researching and conveying advanced concepts in general. He has even 

suggested potential article topics to us, which shows how invested he is in his clients. John is 

reliable, professional and great at what he does. I'm very happy to work with him and would 

recommend him to anyone who needs a quality writer. 

 

Brian Elliott, Fighting Spirit Magazine: Bringing John Lister into Fighting Spirit Magazine 

was one of the best moves I made as its editor. His unique combination of knowledge and 

craft allowed the magazine to tackle subjects that were also important to me personally. John 

gets my highest recommendation. 

 

Dennis Faas, Infopackets.com: John Lister has been writing for Infopackets as far back as 

2006. As the CEO and Chief Editor of Infopackets, I've always found John's articles 

interesting to read. John is very flexible, able to put together compositions with minimal 

instruction, and always delivers on time. If there have ever been any issues, John has gotten 

back to me straight away. I highly recommend John if you are looking for a well-

rounded, trustworthy and reliable writer for your company. 
 
William Annison, HWWA Consulting: We have regularly asked John to research and write 

articles for us for a number of projects and most commonly for the Latest News section of our 

website. John is very approachable and easy to deal with. He picks up topics quickly and 

writes copy for us within the timescales we agree and we have found that we are able to post 

his copy without amendments. We will continue to work with John because we think he is 

excellent at what he does and do highly recommended his services. 

 

Yan Fortin, Geeks Are Sexy: John Lister is a very hard working writer. He has never let me 

down in about a decade of work and has consistently produced quality content for many years 

without skipping a day. He's the kind of person who will not let you down and will bring 

great value to your business. 

 

Secure-D Lab:  We have built an ongoing cooperation with John and we are very 

satisfied. He has shown great professionalism and delivered pieces of high quality 

 


